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TEST-I: ENGLISH LANGUAGE
 

Directions (Q. 1-5): Read the following passage 

carefully and answer the questions given below 

it. 

 E-commerce is well-known for leveraging 

the digital footprint of visitors to target them with 

customised product offerings. Taking a cue from the 

likes of Amazon and Flipkart, traditional brick

mortar retailers are sharpening their focus on data 

and technology to better map and target customers.

Like online sellers, malls such as DLF Promenade, 

Select Citywalk and Oberoi Mumbai are mining 

customer data to drive footfalls and 

their premises. 

 According to Yogeshwar Sharma, chief 

executive officer and executive director, Select 

Citywalk, “In comparison to e-commerce, customer 

knowledge and logistics are the two elements or 

capabilities that have been missing in the physical 

retail space. Now this is changing with brick

mortar players focusing on building comprehensive 

customer profiles and extensively mapping buying 

preferences.” 

 For example, Select Citywalk in New Delhi 

maps every corner of the mall, tracking individual 

customer movement with the help of il3eacons and 

sensors to ensure there are no so-called dead or 

inactive spaces. The management works closely 

with brands housed in the mall to help identity

sales bottlenecks, if any. 

 Its Tommy Hilfiger store, at one point, was 

struggling to generate sales from a part of its outlet. 

A close analysis of visitor footfall, buyi

and scrutiny of video footage revealed that out of 

the four store walls, the one displaying professional 

products was underselling. The conclusion was that 

a majority of visitors came to shop for casual 

products and not for formal wear. Accordin

wall was rearranged and transformed into a 

productive zone. 

 Select Citywalk has gone as far as mapping 

its nearby catchment areas and has begun offering 

buyers (high spenders) coming from the affluent 

Sainik Farm special offers from a select 15 b

in the mall. It is also actively tracking the number 

and types of vehicles coming in. Shoppers coming 

from Sainik Farm are greeted with their names 

flashing on the boom barrier as they get into the 

parking lot. The move is aimed at offerin
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5): Read the following passage 

carefully and answer the questions given below 

known for leveraging 

digital footprint of visitors to target them with 

customised product offerings. Taking a cue from the 

Amazon and Flipkart, traditional brick-and-

mortar retailers are sharpening their focus on data 

and technology to better map and target customers. 

Like online sellers, malls such as DLF Promenade, 

Select Citywalk and Oberoi Mumbai are mining 

mer data to drive footfalls and brand sales on 

According to Yogeshwar Sharma, chief 

executive officer and executive director, Select 

commerce, customer 

knowledge and logistics are the two elements or 

capabilities that have been missing in the physical 

retail space. Now this is changing with brick-and-

mortar players focusing on building comprehensive 

files and extensively mapping buying 

For example, Select Citywalk in New Delhi 

the mall, tracking individual 

customer movement with the help of il3eacons and 

called dead or 

spaces. The management works closely 

sed in the mall to help identity’ 

Its Tommy Hilfiger store, at one point, was 

struggling to generate sales from a part of its outlet. 

visitor footfall, buying history 

and scrutiny of video footage revealed that out of 

the four store walls, the one displaying professional 

products was underselling. The conclusion was that 

a majority of visitors came to shop for casual 

products and not for formal wear. Accordingly, the 

wall was rearranged and transformed into a 

Select Citywalk has gone as far as mapping 

its nearby catchment areas and has begun offering 

buyers (high spenders) coming from the affluent 

Sainik Farm special offers from a select 15 brands 

in the mall. It is also actively tracking the number 

and types of vehicles coming in. Shoppers coming 

from Sainik Farm are greeted with their names 

flashing on the boom barrier as they get into the 

parking lot. The move is aimed at offering  

 

 

 

 

personalised buying experience to visitors from the 

word go. 

 Most of the malls are using data available to 

them to assess the total number of visitors, 

identifying male, female and children as shoppers, 

and dwell time in shops on the

individual store sales are tracked for billing to 

identify productive and not

the mall. 

 Pushpa Bector, executive vice

head, premium malls, DLF, says, “We are 

processing beacons and micro processors to figure 

out dwell time inbstores and identifying the 

and hot zones within the property. For us, data 

mining is a question of creating awareness and 

interest among visitors through targeted promotions 

and marketinginterventions.”

 Data analytics has helped Bector’s team to 

fix quite a few problems. For instance, at DLF Mall 

of India, the lower ground was not getting much 

traffic. Taking cues from visitor movements, the 

team directed the footover bridge traffic to the 

ground level:Alongside, the company undertook 

customer-centric promotions like “Deal waali 

Diwali”. It led to doubled footfall at the lower 

ground. 

 

1. Why are DLF Promenade, Select Citywalk and 

Oberoi Mumbai mining customer data?

(A) To compete with retailers like Amazon and 

Flipkart 

(B) To increase the number of 

(C) To boost brand sales on their premises

1) Only (A)  2) Only (B) 

4) Only (B) and (C) 5) All (A), (B) and (C)

 

2. Why does Select Citywalk in New Delhi map 

every corner of the mall tracking individual 

customer movement with the hel

sensors? 

(A) To stop theft of costly item

(B) To ensure the use of entire space in the mall

(C) To watch the activities of the sales personnel in 

the mall 

1) Only (A) and (B) 2) Only (B) and (C)

3) Only (A) and (C) 4) Only (A)

5) Only (B) 
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onalised buying experience to visitors from the 

Most of the malls are using data available to 

them to assess the total number of visitors, 

identifying male, female and children as shoppers, 

and dwell time in shops on the premises. Further, 

dual store sales are tracked for billing to 

identify productive and not-so-productive areas in 

Pushpa Bector, executive vice-president and 

head, premium malls, DLF, says, “We are 

processing beacons and micro processors to figure 

nbstores and identifying the cold 

within the property. For us, data 

mining is a question of creating awareness and 

interest among visitors through targeted promotions 

and marketinginterventions.” 

Data analytics has helped Bector’s team to 

x quite a few problems. For instance, at DLF Mall 

of India, the lower ground was not getting much 

traffic. Taking cues from visitor movements, the 

team directed the footover bridge traffic to the 

ground level:Alongside, the company undertook 

ic promotions like “Deal waali 

Diwali”. It led to doubled footfall at the lower 

1. Why are DLF Promenade, Select Citywalk and 

Mumbai mining customer data? 

(A) To compete with retailers like Amazon and 

(B) To increase the number of customers 

(C) To boost brand sales on their premises 

(B)  3) Only (C) 

All (A), (B) and (C) 

2. Why does Select Citywalk in New Delhi map 

every corner of the mall tracking individual 

customer movement with the help of iBeacons and 

(A) To stop theft of costly items 

) To ensure the use of entire space in the mall 

(C) To watch the activities of the sales personnel in 

2) Only (B) and (C) 

4) Only (A) 
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3. What steps are brick-and-mortar players taking to 

ensure their continuity in the physical retail space?

1) They are concentrating on building 

comprehensive customer profiles. 

2) They are focusing on digital transactions.

3) They are extensively mapping buying 

preferences of customers. 

4) All 1), 2) and 3) 

5) Only l) and 3) 

 

4. Find the incorrect statement on the basis of the 

given passage. 

1) Customer knowledge and logistics are the two 

elements that have been missing in the physical 

retail space. 

2) In Tommy Hilfiger store out of the four store 

walls, the one displaying professional products was 

underselling because majority of visitors came to 

shop for casual products and not for formal wear,

3) Very few malls are using data available to them 

to assess the total number of visitors, identifying 

male, female and children as shoppers.

4) The shoppers coming from Sainik Farm are 

greeted with their names flashing on the boom 

barrier as they get into the parking area.

5) None of these 

 

5. What does the ‘cold and hot zones’ as mentioned 

in the passage mean? 

1) The area of least activities in the mall

2) The most active area in the mall 

3) The productive and the not-so-productive areas 

in the mall 

4) The area in the mall reserved especially for VIPs

5) Other than those given as options 

 

Directions (Q. 6-10): In each of the questions 

given below a/an idiom/phrase is given in bold 

which is then followed by five options which tries 

to decipher its meaning as used in the sentence. 

Choose the option which gives the meaning of 

the phrase most appropriately in the context of 

the given sentence. 

 

6. Pull through 

1) UDAN can work on a new model that does away 

with the need to deploy huge resources and long 

gestation periods to make an airport operational.

2) According to regulations, they have to 

the voting pattern within 48 hours. 

3) Top Indian archer Abhishek Verma is confident 

of overcoming the rough patch. 

4) Some companies bought views for clients with 

the promise of social media promotion that would 

result in real people watching their videos.
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mortar players taking to 

ensure their continuity in the physical retail space? 

1) They are concentrating on building 

2) They are focusing on digital transactions. 

mapping buying 

ect statement on the basis of the 

1) Customer knowledge and logistics are the two 

elements that have been missing in the physical 

2) In Tommy Hilfiger store out of the four store 

walls, the one displaying professional products was 

underselling because majority of visitors came to 

shop for casual products and not for formal wear, 

3) Very few malls are using data available to them 

assess the total number of visitors, identifying 

male, female and children as shoppers. 

4) The shoppers coming from Sainik Farm are 

greeted with their names flashing on the boom 

barrier as they get into the parking area. 

‘cold and hot zones’ as mentioned 

1) The area of least activities in the mall 

productive areas 

4) The area in the mall reserved especially for VIPs 

10): In each of the questions 

given below a/an idiom/phrase is given in bold 

which is then followed by five options which tries 

to decipher its meaning as used in the sentence. 

the meaning of 

the phrase most appropriately in the context of 

on a new model that does away 

with the need to deploy huge resources and long 

gestation periods to make an airport operational. 

ng to regulations, they have to disclose 

3) Top Indian archer Abhishek Verma is confident 

4) Some companies bought views for clients with 

the promise of social media promotion that would 

in real people watching their videos. 

5) It is this technology that India’s leading private 

insurance companies such as SBI Life Insurance, 

Max Life Insurance, Birla Sun Life Insurance, 

HDFC Life, Kotak Life, Tata AlA Life and so on, 

are planning to use to share

records among themselves.

 

7. Knockout 

1) As long as Reliance Capital 

the near - term outlook stays positive.

2) The committee would 

could be introduced within the prison walls.

3) Boosted by the early goal, India stepped up

attack and tried to create 

4) The government decided to 

5) In the wake of the drought conditions in several 

parts of the country, the finance minister suggested 

to the CBDT to increase its tax collection 

 

8. Turn in 

1) A Bench of Justices Madan B Lokur and D

Gupta has directed the government to 

headed by a former apex court judge

2) Infant mortality is one of Ind

health concerns. 

3) Would you like some tea 

the evening? 
4) She said that if a situa

lead to a civil war. 

5) JCB India announced that

with State Bank of India according

bank would exclusivel

construction equipment manuf

their products. 

 

9. Stem the tide 

1) Measures have been taken to

2) The doctor is sure he will 

3) Watching the Indian cricke

English summer is one of the must 

experiences for an Indian crick

4) When defaults happened,

often colluded to minimise their losses and 

maximise the pass-through

5) Anant was known to he a technology gee

loved experimenting with new tech plat

find solutions to daily life probl

 

10. Hinge on 

1) If the board expects the non

provide guidance on complex and critical issues. the 

cognitive ability arid wisdom ale more important 

than physical agility. 
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5) It is this technology that India’s leading private 

insurance companies such as SBI Life Insurance, 

Max Life Insurance, Birla Sun Life Insurance, 

HDFC Life, Kotak Life, Tata AlA Life and so on, 

share a customer’s medical 

ong themselves. 

1) As long as Reliance Capital trades above `856, 

term outlook stays positive. 

2) The committee would Look into what reforms 

could be introduced within the prison walls. 

3) Boosted by the early goal, India stepped up the 

 chances in the first half. 

4) The government decided to eliminate gambling. 

5) In the wake of the drought conditions in several 

parts of the country, the finance minister suggested 

its tax collection target. 

of Justices Madan B Lokur and Deepak 

directed the government to form a panel 

headed by a former apex court judge 

Infant mortality is one of India’s persistent 

3) Would you like some tea before son go to bed in 

4) She said that if a situation like continues could 

5) JCB India announced that it has signed an MoU 

th State Bank of India according to which the 

bank would exclusively help dealers of the 

equipment manufacturer to finance 

) Measures have been taken to stop corruption 

e doctor is sure he will recover 

3) Watching the Indian cricket team tour during an 

English summer is one of the must contradictory 

riences for an Indian cricket fan 

lts happened, traders and exchanges 

inimise their losses and 

through to the Investors. 

as known to he a technology geek and 

loved experimenting with new tech platforms to 

solutions to daily life problem. 

the non executive director to 

provide guidance on complex and critical issues. the 

cognitive ability arid wisdom ale more important 
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2) The bank, in return, would process and disburse 

the loan within 72 working hours at the current rate 

of 12.25 per cent. 

3) Aviation regulator DGCA is set to conduct a 

financial audit of the Jet Airways, amid its fiscal 

conditions under pressure due to the surgi

prices and low fares. 

4) It helps sellers discover new markets and 

eliminates interference by numerous middlemen 

between the producer and the consumer.

5) My decision will depend on your vi

 

Directions (Q. 11-20): In each (if the questions 

given below a sentence is given which is then 

divided into the parts out of which the last part 

which is given in bold is correct. There is an 

error in three parts of the sentence and only one 

part is correct. You have to choose the correct 

part as your answer. If all the parts except the 

last one are incorrect select 5), ie “All ar

incorrect”, as ‘our Option. 

11. Although huge chunk of Indian/ 

companies initial/ started in South India,

them/ has pan-India /operations today.

1) Although huge chunk of Indian 

2) direct selling companies initial 

3) started in South India, many of them

4) has pan-India 

5) All arc incorrect 

 

2. As a result of the lack of clarity, /a number of 

fraudulent activities in the/ industry have increased 

and legitimate /,direct selling is to be confused 

/with ponzi schemes. 

1) As a result of the lack of clarity, 

2) a number of fraudulent activities in the

3) industry have increased and legitimate

4) direct selling is to be confused 

5) All are incorrect 

 

13. The economy’s external count/

under pressure, /but it is no cause for worry/as the 

balancing of payments/ stays positive.

1) The economy’s external count 

2) could come under pressure, 

3) but it is no cause for worry 

4) as the balancing of payments 

5) All are incorrect 

 

14. The charts on digitalisation by payments

Balances in Jan Dhan accounts and an extent /of 

cash in relation/ of GDP show no /

benefits. 
1) The charts on digitalisation by payments,

2) balances in Jan Dhan accounts and an extent
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return, would process and disburse 

the loan within 72 working hours at the current rate 

GCA is set to conduct a 

financial audit of the Jet Airways, amid its fiscal 

conditions under pressure due to the surging let fuel 

4) It helps sellers discover new markets and 

eliminates interference by numerous middlemen 

between the producer and the consumer. 

y decision will depend on your views 

20): In each (if the questions 

below a sentence is given which is then 

divided into the parts out of which the last part 

which is given in bold is correct. There is an 

error in three parts of the sentence and only one 

part is correct. You have to choose the correct 

all the parts except the 

last one are incorrect select 5), ie “All are 

lthough huge chunk of Indian/ direct selling 

started in South India, many of  

operations today. 

3) started in South India, many of them 

the lack of clarity, /a number of 

activities in the/ industry have increased 

,direct selling is to be confused 

2) a number of fraudulent activities in the 

3) industry have increased and legitimate 

external count/ could come 

pressure, /but it is no cause for worry/as the 

stays positive. 

14. The charts on digitalisation by payments/ 

in Jan Dhan accounts and an extent /of 

GDP show no /sustained 

1) The charts on digitalisation by payments, 

2) balances in Jan Dhan accounts and an extent 

3) of cash in relation 

4) of GDP show no 

5) All are incorrect 

 

15. Scientists have developed a newly system/

use passphrases for online authentication, /and 

found it to being more user

than traditional/word-based 

1) Scientists have developed a newly system

2) that use passphrases for online authentication,

3) and found it to being more user

4) and secure than traditional

5) All are incorrect 

 

16. The staffs of four public sector banks (PSBs) 

has been/ alleged to have been salted a

/depositors’ money in /misu

Aadhaar-based authentication.

1) The staffs of four public sector banks (PSBs) has

2) alleged to have been salted away

3) depositors’ money in 

4) misusing the later’s 

5) All are incorrect 

 

17. He had the little formal education

volume and volume/ of fiction, drama, memoir/and 

journalism through/ his life.

1) He had the little formal education

2) yet produced volume and volume

3) of fiction, drama, memoir

4) and journalism through

5).All are incorrect 

 

18. Situated at the confluence of! two ancient centre 

of civilisation the/lndian Sub

Assam / has most unique history of the assimilation 

/of peoples and cultures. 

1) Situated at the confluence of

2) two ancient centre of civilisation 

3) Indian Sub-Continent or Ch

4) has most unique history of the assimilation

5) All are incorrect 

 

19. In the market, people know roughly / what is 

stainless steel, / but how much carbon or chromium 

contents is/ necessary for calling it to be stainless 

steel cannot be/ definitely agreed upon.

1) If the market, people know roughly

2) what is stainless steel, 

3) but how much carbon or chromium contents is

4) necessary for calling it to be stainless steel 

cannot 

5) All are incorrect 
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s have developed a newly system/ that 

passphrases for online authentication, /and 

to being more user-friendly / and secure 

based pass codes. 

Scientists have developed a newly system 

2) that use passphrases for online authentication, 

3) and found it to being more user-friendly 

4) and secure than traditional 

16. The staffs of four public sector banks (PSBs) 

to have been salted away 

/depositors’ money in /misusing the later’s/ 

based authentication. 
1) The staffs of four public sector banks (PSBs) has 

2) alleged to have been salted away 

7. He had the little formal education/ yet produced 

of fiction, drama, memoir/and 

his life. 

had the little formal education 

2) yet produced volume and volume 

3) of fiction, drama, memoir 

hrough 

18. Situated at the confluence of! two ancient centre 

lndian Sub-Continent or China  

Assam / has most unique history of the assimilation 

) Situated at the confluence of 

ent centre of civilisation - the 

Continent or China - Assam 

4) has most unique history of the assimilation 

19. In the market, people know roughly / what is 

steel, / but how much carbon or chromium 

necessary for calling it to be stainless 

definitely agreed upon. 

the market, people know roughly 

 

3) but how much carbon or chromium contents is 

4) necessary for calling it to be stainless steel 
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20. The Serious Fraud Investigation Office (

is being arrested / Bhushan Steel’s formerly 

promoter/ Neeraj Singal after an investigation was/

conducted in the company/and the promoter.

1) The Serious Fraud Investigation Office (SFIO

being arrested 

2) Bhushan Steel’s formerly promoter

3) Neeraj Singal after an investigation was

4) conducted in the company 

5) All are incorrect 

 

Directions (Q. 21-25): In each of the questions 

given below a sentence is given with one blank. 

Below each sentence FOUR words are given, out 

of which two can fit the sentence. Five options 

are given with various combinations of these 

words. You have to choose the combinations 

with the correct set of words which can fit in the 

given sentence. 

21. According to the new law, the cost of 

acquisition of the bonus share should be

zero when calculating LTCG tax on it.

(A) taken as   (B) considered 

(C) ignored   (D) arrived 

1) A-D  2) B-C  3) A-B 

4) B-D  5) C-D 

 

22. India ______ is to bring back bank fraud 

accused Mehul Choksi from Antigua under the 

provision of a law of the island nation which 

provides for extradition of a fugitive to a designated 

Commonwealth country. 

(A) wanted   (B) conceived  

(C) eyeing  (D) adamant 

l) A-B   2) B-C  3) A-D 

4) C-D  5) B-D 

 

23. Tata Group-owned Infiniti Retail, which 

operates the electronics and white goods retail chain 

Croma, is ______ back on track. 

(A) looking   (B) getting  

(C) coming  (D) returning 

l) A-B   2) B-C  3) C-D 

4) B-D  5) A-C 

 

24.There is an exchange of views before resolutions 

are put to the vote to reactions and changes are 

made accordingly 

(A) observe   (B) start  

(C) resume   (D) gauge 

l) A-B   2) B-C  3) C-D 

4) A-D  5) A-C 

 

25. The Union Government will - hold discussions 

with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in an attempt 
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20. The Serious Fraud Investigation Office (SFIO) 

ushan Steel’s formerly 

ngal after an investigation was/ 

and the promoter. 

Fraud Investigation Office (SFIO) is 

2) Bhushan Steel’s formerly promoter 

3) Neeraj Singal after an investigation was 

25): In each of the questions 

given below a sentence is given with one blank. 

h sentence FOUR words are given, out 

of which two can fit the sentence. Five options 

are given with various combinations of these 

words. You have to choose the combinations 

with the correct set of words which can fit in the 

the new law, the cost of 

acquisition of the bonus share should be ______ 

zero when calculating LTCG tax on it. 

) considered  

B  

is to bring back bank fraud 

cused Mehul Choksi from Antigua under the 

the island nation which 

provides for extradition of a fugitive to a designated 

 

D  

owned Infiniti Retail, which 

and white goods retail chain 

 

s before resolutions 

are put to the vote to reactions and changes are 

D  

hold discussions 

with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) in an attempt 

to have the regulator dilute the capital requirements 

for Indian banks 

(A) mostly   (B) usually

(C) probably  (D) reportedly

1) A-B  2) B-C  

4) A-D  5) B-D 

 

Directions(Q. 26-30): Re

sentences (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in 

proper sequence so as to form a meaningful 

paragraph and then answer the given questions.

(A) Biometric payment is another payment type that

is likely to witness growth in India.

(B) Microfinance loan disbursements by banks and

microfinance institutions will use biometric

fingerprints for authenticating the farmer.

(C) In fact, a host of payment functions can get 

done by a mobile phone: paying for merchandise in

stores, transferring money, paying and collecting

bills and remittances, managing prepaid functions

and redeeming coupons and loyalty programme

credits, 

(D) In India and Africa, where there are a large 

number of unbanked customers the bank

network is too expensive 

potential. 

(E) So mobile phones will play a game

role for financial services in general and payments 

in particular. 

(F) But, the cost to serve these customers through 

mobile phones is very low.

26. Which of the following sh

sentence after the rearrangement”

l) J   2) B   

4) D   5) F 

 

27. Which of the following should be the 

sentence after the rearrangement?

1) D   2) C   

4) A   5) B 

 

28. Which of the following should be the 

sentence after the rearrangement?

l) E   2) B   

4) A   5) F 

 

29. Which of the following should be the 

(SIXTH) sentence after the rearrangement?

l) D   2) C   

4)F   5) A 

 

30. Which of the following should be the 

sentence after the rearrangem

1) D   2) C   

4) F   5) A 

Road,Gandhipuram,Coimbatore-44.9600342223 

to have the regulator dilute the capital requirements 

(B) usually 

(D) reportedly 

3 C-D 

30): Rearrange the given six 

, (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) in a 

proper sequence so as to form a meaningful 

paragraph and then answer the given questions. 

(A) Biometric payment is another payment type that 

is likely to witness growth in India. 

Microfinance loan disbursements by banks and 

microfinance institutions will use biometric 

fingerprints for authenticating the farmer. 

(C) In fact, a host of payment functions can get 

by a mobile phone: paying for merchandise in 

ney, paying and collecting 

bills and remittances, managing prepaid functions 

and redeeming coupons and loyalty programme 

(D) In India and Africa, where there are a large 

number of unbanked customers the bank-branch 

is too expensive relative to the revenue 

(E) So mobile phones will play a game-changing 

for financial services in general and payments 

(F) But, the cost to serve these customers through 

mobile phones is very low. 

26. Which of the following should be the FIRST 

sentence after the rearrangement” 

3) C  

27. Which of the following should be the SECOND 

sentence after the rearrangement? 

3) F  

28. Which of the following should be the THIRD 

after the rearrangement? 

3) C  

29. Which of the following should be the LAST 

(SIXTH) sentence after the rearrangement? 

3) B   

30. Which of the following should be the FOURTH 

sentence after the rearrangement? 

3) B  
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TEST-II: REASONING ABILITY

 

Directions (Q. 31-33): These questions are based 

on the five three-letter meaningless 

below: CAV ESL DIF WYO JUB 

(Note: The new words formed after performing the

mentioned operations may or may not be 

meaningful English words.) 

31. lf the second letter of each of the words is 

changed to the previous letter in the English 

alphabetical order, then how many words having no 

vowel will he formed  

1) None  2) One  3) Two 

4) Three  5) Four 

 

32. If in each of the words, all the letters are 

arranged in English alphabetical order within the 

word, then how many words will begin with a 

vowel? 

1) None  2) Three  3) Two 

4) One  5) More than three 

 

33. If the given words are arranged in 

they would appear in a dictionary from left to right, 

the which of the following will be the second from 

the right? 

1) ESL  2) WYO  3) CAV 

4) JUB  5) DIF 

 

34. How many such pairs of letters are there in the 

word ‘ESSENCE’, each of which has a

letters between them in the word as they have 

between them in the English alphabetical order?

1) One  2) Two  3) Three 

4) Four   5) None of these 

 

35. If the digits within the number ‘

arranged in ascending order from left to right then

the positions of how many digits will remain 

unchanged? 

l) None  2) One  3) Two 

4) Three  5) None of these 

 

Directions (Q. 36-39): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

 Seven friends J, K, L, M, N, 

exams on seven days of the same week, starting on 

Monday and ending on Sunday but not necessarily 

in the same order 

 Only two persons take exams between L and 

N. N’s exam is before L’s but not on Thursday

many persons take exams between L

between O and J. P’s exam is on one of the

before Wednesday Only three perso
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: REASONING ABILITY 

These questions are based 

letter meaningless words given 

(Note: The new words formed after performing the 

operations may or may not be 

the second letter of each of the words is 

in the English 

, then how many words having no 

 

32. If in each of the words, all the letters are 

English alphabetical order within the 

y words will begin with a 

 

rds are arranged in the order as 

would appear in a dictionary from left to right, 

llowing will be the second from 

CAV  

34. How many such pairs of letters are there in the 

, each of which has as many 

letters between them in the word as they have 

between them in the English alphabetical order? 

hree  

e digits within the number ‘6431529 are 

ed in ascending order from left to right then 

the positions of how many digits will remain 

wo  

39): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

J, K, L, M, N, O and P take 

exams on seven days of the same week, starting on 

Monday and ending on Sunday but not necessarily 

sons take exams between L and 

N’s exam is before L’s but not on Thursday. As 

many persons take exams between L and K as 

and J. P’s exam is on one of the days 

e persons take exams 

between P and K. O’s exam is on one of the days 

before L’s exam. 

 

36. Who among the following takes exam just after 

P’s exam? 

1) M   2) O    

4) N   5) L 

 

37. If ‘N’ is related to ‘Wednesday’ in the same 

way as is related to ‘Sunday’, then which o

following days is P related to following the same 

pattern? 

1) Tuesday  2) Monday 

4) Friday  5) None of these

 

38. On which of the following days is J’s exam?

1) Friday  2) Tuesday 

4) Sunday  5) Saturday

 

39. Whose exam is on Sunday?

1) K   2) L   

4) J   5) can’t be determined

 

40. In a certain code language PTR is written as 

713, IHM is written as 624 and DRUM is w

8354. How is TRIUMPH written in that code 

language? 

1) 1364582  2) 1365472 

4) 8325476  5) 4365192

 

Directions (Q. 41-42): In each question below are 

given two statements followed by two conclusions 

numbered I and II. You have to take 

given statements to be true even if they seem to 

be at variance with commonly known facts and 

then decide which of

logically follows from the given statements 

disregarding commonly known facts. Give 

answer 

1) if only conclusion I follows.

2) if only conclusion II follows.

3) if either conclusion I or II follows.

4) if neither conclusion I nor II follows.

5) if both conclusion I and II follow.

 

41. Statements:  No laptop is a desktop.

     No tablet is a laptop.

Conclusions: I. No desktop is a tablet.

            II. All tablets are desktops.

 

42. Statements: All magazines are books.

    All novels are magazines.

Conclusions: I. All novels are books.

            II. All books ar
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’s exam is on one of the days 

36. Who among the following takes exam just after 

3) J  

is related to ‘Wednesday’ in the same 

is related to ‘Sunday’, then which of the 

days is P related to following the same 

2) Monday  3) Thursday 

5) None of these 

following days is J’s exam? 

2) Tuesday  3) Wednesday 

5) Saturday 

39. Whose exam is on Sunday? 

3) M 

be determined 

40. In a certain code language PTR is written as 

is written as 624 and DRUM is written as 

TRIUMPH written in that code 

1365472  3) 1265472 

4365192 

42): In each question below are 

given two statements followed by two conclusions 

and II. You have to take the two 

given statements to be true even if they seem to 

be at variance with commonly known facts and 

then decide which of the given conclusions 

logically follows from the given statements 

disregarding commonly known facts. Give 

n I follows. 

2) if only conclusion II follows. 

3) if either conclusion I or II follows. 

4) if neither conclusion I nor II follows. 

5) if both conclusion I and II follow. 

No laptop is a desktop. 

No tablet is a laptop. 

No desktop is a tablet. 

. All tablets are desktops. 

: All magazines are books. 

All novels are magazines. 

. All novels are books. 

II. All books are magazines. 
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Directions (Q.43-45): In these questio

relationship between different elements is shown 

in the statements. Find the true conclusion from 

the two conclusions given and then give your 

answer 

1) if only conclusion I is true. 

2) if only conclusion II is true. 

3) if either conclusion I or II is true. 

4) if neither conclusion I nor II is true.

5) if both conclusion I and II are true.

 

43. Statements: A < B < D =G, H > A

Conclusions: I.B < H  II.B > G

 

44. Statements: J ≥ K > L > O, P < Q

Conclusions: I.Q > L  II.P ≥ K

 

45. Statement: C > D ≥ E = G < H = 

Conclusions: I.C > H  II. D ≥ 

 

Directions (Q. 46-50): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

 D, E, F, G H, I, J and K are sitting in a row. 

Some of them are facing north while the remaining 

are facing south, but not necessarily in the same 

order. 

(Note: Same direction means if one person is facing 

north then the other is also facing north and if one 

person is facing south then the other is also facing 

south. Opposite direction means if one person

facing north then the other is facing south and vice 

versa.) 

 J sits third to the right of D. E sits on the 

immediate right of J. E does not sit at any of the 

extreme ends of the row. Only one person sits 

between I and G. J sits second to the left of 

second to the right of E. Both the immediate 

neighbours of J are not facing south. One of the 

immediate neighbours of D faces north. K faces 

north. F sits at one of the extreme ends of the row. 

D sits third to the left of F. G is not an immediate 

neighbour of F. H faces the same direction as E. 

More than three persons sitting together are not 

facing north. 

 

46. Who among the following are the immediate

neighbours of D? 

l) GI   2) IE   3) EJ  

4) KG   5) None of these 

 

47. Who among the following sits third to the right 

of K? 

1) J  2) E   3) F 

4) I   5) None of these 
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45): In these questions, a 

relationship between different elements is shown 

in the statements. Find the true conclusion from 

the two conclusions given and then give your 

4) if neither conclusion I nor II is true. 

5) if both conclusion I and II are true. 

A 

G 

Q = J 

K 

 I 

≥ G 

50): Study the following 

carefully and answer the questions 

D, E, F, G H, I, J and K are sitting in a row. 

Some of them are facing north while the remaining 

facing south, but not necessarily in the same 

(Note: Same direction means if one person is facing 

north then the other is also facing north and if one 

person is facing south then the other is also facing 

direction means if one person is 

facing north then the other is facing south and vice 

J sits third to the right of D. E sits on the 

immediate right of J. E does not sit at any of the 

extreme ends of the row. Only one person sits 

between I and G. J sits second to the left of I. H sits 

second to the right of E. Both the immediate 

neighbours of J are not facing south. One of the 

immediate neighbours of D faces north. K faces 

north. F sits at one of the extreme ends of the row. 

F. G is not an immediate 

F. H faces the same direction as E. 

More than three persons sitting together are not 

46. Who among the following are the immediate 

s third to the right 

48. What is the position of J with respect to E?

1) Immediate left  2) Second to the right

3) Second to the left  4) Third to the right

5) None of these 

 

49. Who among the following sit 

ends of the row? 

l) ID   2) FH   

4) GH   5) None of these

 

50. How many persons are facing south?

l) Four  2) Two  

4) Five  5) None of these

 

Directions (Q. 51-52): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the que

given below: 

 R is the only son of 

is father of P. W is the only son

mother of R. 

51. How is X related to R?

1) Father  2) Grandfather 

4) Can’t be determined  

 

52. How is P related to V?

1) Nephew  2) Mother 

4) Sister  5) None of these

 

Directions (Q. 53-57): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

 Eight persons J, K, L, M, N, O

in a building but not necessarily

There are eight floors in that building and only one 

person lives on each floor. Each of

different colour, viz Red, 

Yellow, Pink and White but not necessarily in the 

same order, The ground floor is

floor above it is numbered 2 and so on, The topmost 

floor of the building is numbered 8.

 J likes Grey colour and lives on an odd

numbered floor. K lives two floors above the floor 

on which J Jives. J does not live on the 1

likes Green colour and lives immediately above the 

floor on which Q lives, who lives on an odd

numbered floor. Q lives three floors a

on which P lives. M likes Blue colour and lives 

somewhere above the floor on which P lives. N 

lives above the floor on which the one who likes 

Black colour lives. Only two persons live between 

the floors on which the one who likes Black colour 

and the one who likes Pink colour live, The one 

who likes White colour lives above the floor on 

which the one who likes 

not like Red colour. 
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What is the position of J with respect to E? 

2) Second to the right 

4) Third to the right 

49. Who among the following sit at the extreme 

3) KE  

5) None of these 

50. How many persons are facing south? 

3) Three 

5) None of these 

52): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

R is the only son of W. V is sister of X, who 

is father of P. W is the only son-in-law of X. P is 

R? 

2) Grandfather  3) Uncle 

 5) None of these 

related to V? 

2) Mother  3) Niece 

5) None of these 

57): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

Eight persons J, K, L, M, N, O, P and Q live 

in a building but not necessarily in the same order. 

in that building and only one 

person lives on each floor. Each of them likes a 

 Green, Blue, Black, Grey, 

Yellow, Pink and White but not necessarily in the 

, The ground floor is numbered 1 and the 

floor above it is numbered 2 and so on, The topmost 

floor of the building is numbered 8. 

J likes Grey colour and lives on an odd-

numbered floor. K lives two floors above the floor 

Jives. J does not live on the 1
st
  floor. O 

likes Green colour and lives immediately above the 

floor on which Q lives, who lives on an odd-

numbered floor. Q lives three floors above the floor 

M likes Blue colour and lives 

somewhere above the floor on which P lives. N 

e floor on which the one who likes 

Black colour lives. Only two persons live between 

the floors on which the one who likes Black colour 

and the one who likes Pink colour live, The one 

who likes White colour lives above the floor on 

which the one who likes Red colour lives. N does 
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53. How many persons live between the floors on 

which M and K live? 

1) None  2) Three  3) Two 

4) One  5) None of these 

 

54. Which of the following combinations is true?

1) P - Floor numbered - 8 - Pink. 

2) L- Floor numbered - 4 - Black 

3) O - Floor numbered - 5 - Green 

4) J - Floor numbered - 3 - Blue     5) None of these

 

55. Who among the following lives on the six

floor? 

1) The one who likes Grey colour 

2) The one who likes Yellow colour 

3) The one who likes Blue colour 

4) The one who likes Pink colour  5) None of these

 

56. Which of the following statements is not true?

1) J lives immediately below the floor on which P 

lives. 

2) K does not like Red colour. 

3) L lives on the ground floor, 

4) O likes Green colour and lives on the eighth 

floor. 

5) None of these 

 

57. Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way and so form a group. Which is the one that 

does not belong to that group? 

1) P -Yellow  2) M - Green  3) P - Black

4) Q - Red  5) O - Blue 

 

Directions (Q. 58-60): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

In a certain code language ‘big discount in store’ is 

written as ‘ya ta ku su’. ‘buy product on discount’ is 

written as ‘xi ta zi ma’, ‘offer available in store’ is 

written as ‘no ku Vt ya’ and ‘season end offer’ is 

written as ‘sw vt ra’. 

58. What does the code ‘su’ stand for in the given

code language’? 

l) in   2) store  3) offer

4) big   5) discount 

 

59. What is the code for discount season en

given code language’? 

l) ta sw pa  2) sw ta ra  3) sw xi ta 

4) ra vt no  5) None of these 

 

60. What is the code for ‘product’ in the given code 

language? 

l) ya   2)xi  3) zi  

4) Can’t be determined 5) None of these
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53. How many persons live between the floors on 

 

54. Which of the following combinations is true? 

5) None of these 

g the following lives on the sixth 

5) None of these 

56. Which of the following statements is not true? 

1) J lives immediately below the floor on which P 

likes Green colour and lives on the eighth 

the following five are alike in a certain 

way and so form a group. Which is the one that 

Black 

60): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

language ‘big discount in store’ is 

ta ku su’. ‘buy product on discount’ is 

available in store’ is 

written as ‘no ku Vt ya’ and ‘season end offer’ is 

he code ‘su’ stand for in the given 

offer 

59. What is the code for discount season end’ in the 

xi ta  

60. What is the code for ‘product’ in the given code 

5) None of these 

Directions (Q. 61-62): Study 

information carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

 Point A is 8 m to the south of point B. Point 

C is 8 m to the north of point

west of point B. Point E is 4 m to the west of

A. 

61. Flow far and in which

respect to point D? 

1) 8m north  2) 8m south 

4) 10 south  5) None of

 

62. Point C is in which direction with respect to 

point A? 

1) South  2) Southeast 

4) Northwest  5) None of these

 

Directions (Q. 63-65): Study the following

arrangement carefully and answer the questions 

given below: 

1 5 1 2 6 2 8 6 3 5 3 7 3 9

9 1 3 4 

 

63. How many such l’s are there i

arrangement each of which is immed

by a perfect square? 

l) None  2) Three  

4) One  5) None of these

 

64. If all the even digits are dropped from the above 

arrangement, which of the following will be the 

ninth from the left end of the arrangement?

1) 7   2) 9   

4) 3   5) None of

 

65. Which of the following is seventh to the right of 

the thirteenth from the left end in the given 

arrangement?  

1) 8   2) 9    

4) 5    5) None of

 

TEST-III: QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE

 
Directions (Q.66-70): What should come in place 

of question mark (?) in the following questions

 

66. 45% of 280 + 27% of 2700 = ? 

1) 2128 2) 2862 

4) 2752 5) 2972 

 

67. 47% of ? = 423 

1) 795  2) 675  

4) 423  5) 806 
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62): Study the following 

information carefully and answer the questions 

Point A is 8 m to the south of point B. Point 

C is 8 m to the north of point D. which is 4 m to the 

west of point B. Point E is 4 m to the west of point 

61. Flow far and in which direction is point E with 

south  3) 4m east 

5) None of these 

62. Point C is in which direction with respect to 

2) Southeast  3) East 

5) None of these 

65): Study the following 

arrangement carefully and answer the questions 

9 2 1 9 3 1 5 6 4 3 2 1 4 7 8 

ow many such l’s are there in the above 

which is immediately followed 

 3) Two  

5) None of these 

64. If all the even digits are dropped from the above 

arrangement, which of the following will be the 

ninth from the left end of the arrangement? 

3) 5  

of these 

65. Which of the following is seventh to the right of 

the thirteenth from the left end in the given 

3) 6  

of these 

III: QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

70): What should come in place 

question mark (?) in the following questions 

66. 45% of 280 + 27% of 2700 = ? - 1268 

3) 2123 

3) 900 
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68.√2025% of 730 + 128.5 = (?) ÷ 6 

1) 2567 2) 2642 3) 2942

4) 2742 3) 2842 

 

69. 5425.64 + 296.68 - 2269.97 + 423.7 = ?

1) 3986.05 2) 3876.05 3) 4879.05

4) 3776.05 5) 4264.05 

 

70.
�

�
 of 

��

	
 of 32830 - 

�



 of 

�

�
 of 55200 = ?

1) 162420        2) 157420        3) 147020

4) 197020       5) 137020 

 

71. The area of a circle is 152 ��	. If the perimeter 

of a square is 12 cm more than the circumference of 

the circle then find the area of the square.

1) 64��	  2) 96��	            3) 144

4) 100��	       5) 196��	 

 

72. A reduction of 10% in the price of sugar enables 

a person to get 6.5 kg more sugar for 

orginal price of the sugar per kg is 

1) `7.5  2) `9  3) `8 

4) `8.3  5) `10 

 

73. In a college election a candidate who got 25% 

of the total votes polled was defeated by rival by 

280 votes. Assuming that there were only two 

candidates in the election and none of votes was 

cancelled, the total number of votes polled was

1) 610  2) 560  3) 460 

4) 515  5) 420 

 

74. P and Q enter into a partnership. P contributes 

`160000 and Q `18000. At the end of 6 months R 

joins them with a capital of ` 18000. In what ratio 

should they divide their annual profit?

1) 12:7:5 2) 16:18:9 3) 14:12:9

4) 7:11:L13 5) 16:15:9 

 

75. A journalist travelled 900 km by air ,Which is 

Of  his trip. He travelled one-fourth of the whole 

trip by car and the rest by train. The distance 

travelled by the train is 

1) 2575 km 2) 2200 km 3) 2015 km

4) 1875 km 5) 2475 km  

 

76. From a well-shuffled pack of 52 playing cards, 

one card is drawn at random. What is the 

probability that the drawn card is a ‘red queen’?

1) 
�

	

                2) 

�


�
                3) 

�

	
 

4) 
�

	�
  5) None of these 
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3) 2942  

2269.97 + 423.7 = ? 

3) 4879.05 

of 55200 = ? 

1) 162420        2) 157420        3) 147020 

. If the perimeter 

of a square is 12 cm more than the circumference of 

the circle then find the area of the square. 

3) 144��	 

72. A reduction of 10% in the price of sugar enables 

a person to get 6.5 kg more sugar for `585. The 

In a college election a candidate who got 25% 

defeated by rival by 

280 votes. Assuming that there were only two 

candidates in the election and none of votes was 

cancelled, the total number of votes polled was 

 

74. P and Q enter into a partnership. P contributes 

. At the end of 6 months R 

18000. In what ratio 

should they divide their annual profit? 

3) 14:12:9 

75. A journalist travelled 900 km by air ,Which is 
�

�
  

fourth of the whole 

trip by car and the rest by train. The distance 

3) 2015 km 

shuffled pack of 52 playing cards, 

m. What is the 

probability that the drawn card is a ‘red queen’? 

Directions (Q.77-81): Study the following bar 

graph carefully and answer the questions given 

below it. 

77. What is the difference between the average sales 

turnovers of all the companies together in the year

2014-15 and that in 2016-

1) 5 crore  2) 6 crore  

4) 7 crore  5) None of these

 

78. The sales turnover of

2014-15 is what per cent of

Company T in the year 2014

together? 

1) 67.80%  2) 47.80% 

4) 57.80%   5) 77.80% 

 

79. What is the percentage change in the overall 

sales turnover of the five companies together 

between 2014-15 and 201

1) 11.85%  2) 10.78% 

4) 3.75%  5) 8.85% 

 

80. What is the absolute change in the overall sales 

turnover of the five companies together between

2014-15 and 2016-17? 

1) 36   2) 42   

4) 60   5) None of these

 

81. Which company shows the 

percentage change in sales turnover between the 

two years? 

l) T   2) Q      

4) S   5) R 

 

82. The ratio of the cost price to the marked price of 

an article is 1: 3 and the ratio of the percentage 

profit to the percentage discount is 3: 1. What

discount percentage? 

1) 13.33%  2) 17.65% 

4) 33.33%  5) None of these
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81): Study the following bar 

graph carefully and answer the questions given 

 

is the difference between the average sales 

of all the companies together in the year 

-17? 

 3) 8crore 

5) None of these 

78. The sales turnover of Company Q in the year 

cent of the sales turnover of 

the year 2014-15 and 2016-17 

47.80%  3) 56.75% 

 

79. What is the percentage change in the overall 

sales turnover of the five companies together 

15 and 2016-17? 

10.78%  3) 1.62% 

80. What is the absolute change in the overall sales 

turnover of the five companies together between 

3) 52 

5) None of these 

81. Which company shows the maximum 

percentage change in sales turnover between the 

 3) P  

2. The ratio of the cost price to the marked price of 

an article is 1: 3 and the ratio of the percentage 

the percentage discount is 3: 1. What is the 

17.65%  3) 28.30% 

5) None of these 

7
2

0

5
6

5

7
7

0

4
6

0

S T

2014-15

2016-17
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83. If four men working 8 hours a day earn 1 600 

per week, then 7 men working 4 hours per day will 

earn per week 

l) 1400  2) 700   3) 100 

4) 900   5) l600 

 

Directions (Q. 84-88): What approximate value 

should come in place of question mark (?) in the 

following questions? (You are not expected to 

calculate the exact value.) 

84. �16.52�	 + �29.70�	- �31.25�	 = ? 

1) 1209  2) 1396  3) 971  

4) 1452  5) 580 

 

85. ? = 2572.80 - 1585.021+ 652.405 

1) 567   2) 672   3) 370 

4) 867   5) 900 

 

86. �√4912.95
�

 ÷ √63.72) x 160 = ? 

1) 1360  2) 1567  3) 1820

4) 1170  5) 1967 

 

87. 129.97% of 6225.72 - ?% of 2190 = 6781.527

1) 70   2) 55   3) 47 

4) 60   5) 65 

 

88. 11.76 x 16.23 - 5.78 x 12.87 = √?
1) 13302  2) 14996  3) 13000 

4) 16705  5) 15260 

 

89. If Mukesh purchased some goods for 1000 and 

sold one-fourth of these goods at a loss of 10%, 

then at what gain percentage should the remainder 

goods be sold to gain 15% on 

transaction? 

1) 47%  2) 23.33%  3) 65.21%

4) 29.32%  5) None of these 

 

90. In 20 litres mixture of milk and water, water is 

only 10%. How many litres of water should be 

added to it to increase the percentage of water to 

50%? 

1) 17 litres  2) 21 litres  3) 28 litres

4) 16 litres  5) 13 litres 

 

91. If 20 men can do a piece of work in 15 days 

working 5 hours a day, then how many men are 

required to complete the work in 10 days by 

working 3 hours per day? 

1) 50   2) 44   3) 32  

4) 61   5) 49 
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83. If four men working 8 hours a day earn 1 600 

per week, then 7 men working 4 hours per day will 

 

88): What approximate value 

should come in place of question mark (?) in the 

following questions? (You are not expected to 

= ? - 1271 

 

 - 737.22 

 

÷ 4.045 

1820 

190 = 6781.527 

? 
13000  

89. If Mukesh purchased some goods for 1000 and 

fourth of these goods at a loss of 10%, 

what gain percentage should the remainder 

sold to gain 15% on the whole 

65.21% 

n 20 litres mixture of milk and water, water is 

10%. How many litres of water should be 

to increase the percentage of water to 

28 litres 

20 men can do a piece of work in 15 days 

working 5 hours a day, then how many men are 

required to complete the work in 10 days by 

92. How many different words can be form

the letters of the word ‘SINGLE’ so that all the 

vowels come together? 

1) 120   2) 450   

4) 540   5) 620 

 

93. A rectangular garden has a four

road along all four sides on its outside.

the road is 1104 �	. What is the sum of length and 

the breadth of the garden?

1) 120m  2) 105m  

4) 130m  5) 197m 

 

94. The difference between the compound interest 

and the simple interest on a certain amo

money in two years is 

compounded half- yearly and the rate of interest is 

20% per annum, then what is the sum?

1) `200000  2) `40000 

4) `100000  5) None of these

 

Directions (Q. 95-99): Find out the next number in 

place of question mark (?) 

series. 

95. 264 526 1554

1) 6132 2) 5234 

4) 6532 5) 6108 

 

96. 52 97 ? 327

1) 185  2) 157  

4) 145  5) 132 

 

97. 600 120 36 

1) 5.32  2) 8.32  

4) 7.50  5) 4.32 

 

98. 8   12  28 

1) 502  2) 228  

4) 720  5) 408 

 

99. 5.8  16.6  43.2 

1) 570.6  2) 702.3  

4) 470.6  5) 402.3 

 

100. A person swims a certain distance downstream 

in 45 minutes and comes back upstream in 120 

minutes. If the speed of the 

what is the speed of the swimmer in still water?

1) 4.75km/hr  2) 3.85km/hr 

4) 6km/hr  5) 6.6km/hr
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many different words can be formed with 

the letters of the word ‘SINGLE’ so that all the 

3) 240  

93. A rectangular garden has a four-metre-wide 

road along all four sides on its outside. The area of 

. What is the sum of length and 

the breadth of the garden? 

 3) 210m 

94. The difference between the compound interest 

and the simple interest on a certain amount of 

money in two years is `6410. If the interest is 

yearly and the rate of interest is 

20% per annum, then what is the sum? 

40000  3) `800000 

5) None of these 

99): Find out the next number in 

place of question mark (?) in the following number 

1554 ?  30220 

3) 4751 

327 617 1187 

3) 177 

 14.4 7.2 ? 

3) 9.01 

28  64  128  ? 

3) 601 

43.2  101.4  222.8  ? 

 3) 602.3 

100. A person swims a certain distance downstream 

in 45 minutes and comes back upstream in 120 

minutes. If the speed of the stream is 3 km/hr, then 

what is the speed of the swimmer in still water? 

3.85km/hr  3) 8km/hr 

6.6km/hr 
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ANSWERS:  

 

1.4 2.5 3.5 4.3 5.

7.4 8.3 9.1 10.5 11.

13.2 14.3 15.4 16.5 17.

19.1 20.3 21.3 22.4 23.

25.3 26.4 27.3 28.1 29.

31.4 32.2 33.4 34.1 35.

37.3 38.1 39.3 40.2 41.

43.4 44.1 45.2 46.1 47.

49.2 50.3 51.2 52.3 53.

55.3 56.2 57.3 58.4 59.

61.2 62.4 63.3 64.2 65.

67.3 68.4 69.2 70.5 71.

73.2 74.2 75.1 76.4 77.

79.3 80.5 81.2 82.4 83.

85.5 86.1 87.4 88.3 89.

91.1 92.3 93.4 94.4 95.

97.5 98.2 99.4 100.5 
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5.3 6.3 

11.3 12.1 

17.3 18.1 

23.2 24.4 

29.3 30.2 

35.4 36.2 

41.4 42.1 

47.4 48.5 

53.1 54.3 

59.2 60.4 

65.4 66.3 

71.5 72.5 

77.3 78.2 

83.1 84.4 

89.2 90.4 

95.5 96.3 
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